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�  John Cacioppo and Richard 
Petty introduced the idea that 
Some people are simply 
motivated to think a lot - a high 
need for cognition. 

  Need for cognition concept 
suggests that some people may 
be more likely to think about a 
news report and ponder on it 
after exposure.

Need for cognition

Sparks, G. (2004). Media Effects Research (2nd ed.). Canada: Thomson Wadsworth

Findings were repeated by Elizabeth Perse, who found a 
correlation between the need for cognition and attention paid to 
the government news.

Mollie Condra (1992) found that people with a higher need 
for cognition were more likely interested in media dealing with 
politics.

Sparks, G. (2004). Media Effects Research (2nd ed.). Canada: Thomson Wadsworth

Political 
sophistication

June Rhee and Joseph 
Cappella developed the 

concept of political 
sophistication. One level is a 

function of knowledge & 
political ideology.

A person who knows a 
great deal and has a well 

developed political ideology 
has a high level of 

sophistication. 

Sparks, G. (2004). Media Effects Research (2nd ed.). Canada: Thomson Wadsworth

����� Bernard Cohen: The press may not be successful 
in telling people what to think but it is successful in 

telling its readers what to think about. 

����� News media set the public agenda.  

Agenda setting theory: A theory about thinking

Sparks, G. (2004). Media Effects Research (2nd ed.). Canada: Thomson Wadsworth



Maxwell McCombs and 
Donald Shaw – first to test the 
theory in the 1968 presidential 
campaign based on newspapers 

and television news. 

Found that media agenda and 
public agenda tended to 

correspond just as the theory 
had predicted. 

They established a possible 
case that some people look to 
print and broadcast news for 
guidance on which issues are 

really important.

Agenda setting theory

Sparks, G. (2004). Media Effects Research (2nd ed.). Canada: Thomson Wadsworth

     Framing is defined as the central organizing idea for 
news content that supplies a context and suggests what 
the issue is through the use of selection, exclusion and 
elaboration. 

Framing: the media is telling us what to think (not just 
what to think about)  

     Agenda-setting theory – the message requires 
interpretation.   

Framing

Sparks, G. (2004). Media Effects Research (2nd ed.). Canada: Thomson Wadsworth

Political Content In Movies

Agenda Setting: Not only news but movies too

Gives people who are high in need for cognition 
something to think about

Sets the public agenda

Not what to think but what to think about

Stresses the importance of the issue�� � � � �

Just Follow Law?

To Follow or Not to Follow  

That Is the Question

Subject of Thought: The Singaporean Government

Framing: Singapore Government = Rigid

Inflexible and outdated governmental rules and 
regulations

Rigid mindsets of civil servants 

“[The civil service] still adopts a rather rigid and top-down 
approach when we should be more service-oriented”

                  MP Penny Low, The New Paper, 22nd March 2007



The Newpaper, March 22, 2007

“Movies such as Just Follow Law fuel the perception of civil servants as sticklers for rules 
who prefer to CC (cover “ca-chng”) and BCC (better cover “ca-chng”)”
                                                

� � � � � � � � �    The New Paper, March 22, 2007

Spiral of Silence

The Spiral of Silence

Based on Elisabeth Noelle-
Neumann’s theory

Most of us don’t feel very 
comfortable speaking about our 
views if we perceive that we are 
in the minority 

Lead to the risk of spiraling 
into silence when coming to 
certain minority views

Picture taken from: 
http://www.tcw.utwente.nl/theorieenoverzicht/Levels%20of%
20theories/macro/spiral_of_silence.doc/

Sparks, G. (2004). Media Effects Research (2nd ed.). Canada: 
Thomson Wadsworth Picture taken from: http://com.hilbert.edu/students/

papers/carolina-1999/1999spiral.html

Role of the Media? 
Study conducted by William Eveland, Douglas 
McLeod and Nancy Signorielli 

Survey on attitudes towards Gulf War in 1991

Contrary to strong consensus of the war, 
survey revealed that very few people actually 
supported strong support towards the war

Close link between how people perceive public 
opinion and attitudes they are willing to express 
is a fundamental prediction of this theory 

How much of the 
news do we 

remember? 

People practice selective 
exposure to news material 

Emphasizes that people 
come to any message with 
their own attitudes, 
interests, beliefs, and values 

According to Hans 
Kepplinger and Gregor 
Daschmann, “To put it more 
generally, much information 
is avoided, much is 
misunderstood, and only 
some is adequately 
retained”

Sparks, G. (2004). Media Effects Research (2nd 
ed.). Canada: Thomson Wadsworth

Sparks, G. (2004). Media Effects Research (2nd ed.). Canada: Thomson Wadsworth



Dual-Coding Theory 

Study conducted by John Newhagen and Byron 
Reeves

How vivid or intense images might affect what 
people remember from a news story  

Able to recall facts/topics better WITHOUT visual 
aid

With vivid visuals, definitely remembered visuals 

Vivid visuals distract people from the verbal 
information

Vivid visuals, however, prove to be highly memorable 
and enhance memory for information 

“Vivid images” tend to be 
more memorable

Such images evoke more 
“intense” emotional reaction 
than spoken words or text

Eg. Dale Earnhardt’s death in 
2001 Daytona 500 NASCAR 
race

John Newhagen (1992) 
found out “media images that 
provoked anger are the most 
memorable”

911 Terrorist Attack911 911 TerrTerrTeTTTTTTe orisoroo t Attackk

The Role Of Emotion

Sparks, G. (2004). Media Effects Research (2nd ed.). Canada: Thomson Wadsworth

“Vivid images” tend to be 
more memorable

Such images evoke more 
“intense” emotional reaction 
than spoken words or text

Eg. Dale Earnhardt’s death in 
2001 Daytona 500 NASCAR 
race

John Newhagen (1992) 
found out “media images that 
provoked anger are the most 
memorable”

911 Video Clip

The Role of Emotion in Political Content

Tony Schwartz and his tape 

recorder, NY City, 1962

Richard Nixon versus John 
Kennedy for Vice President in 
1960 US election

showed the dominance of 
political content in TV media 
originated from the past

Tony Schwartz’s “Daisy Girl” ad 
for Lyndon Johnson, in 1964 US 
election. 

revealed that negative news 
video heighten emotional 
arousal

Picture retrieved from The Kitchen Sisters (1999) on 24 Mar 07 at http://
www.npr.org/programs/lnfsound/gallery/schwartz/5.html



Daisy Video Clip

David Phillip’s
Imitative-Suicidal Effect or Werther Effect

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s 

The Sorrows of Young Werther 
Picture retrieved from Wikepedia.com (2007) on 24 Mar 07 at http://

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Sorrows_of_Young_Werther
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David Phillip’s
Imitative-Suicidal Effect or Werther Effect

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s 

The Sorrows of Young Werther 

Repositioning Effect: Victims affected by 
detailed suicidal news tend to commit 
suicide at a later point in time

Addictive Effect: Sensational suicidal news, 
when presented, adds on to the number 
of suicide cases occurred

So, the frequency of publication and 
the intensity of reporting on suicide 
news cause the increase in the 
number of suicides

Picture retrieved from Wikepedia.com (2007) on 24 Mar 07 at http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Sorrows_of_Young_Werther

Werther Effect defines the effects of media that 
aroused victims to imitate or copy suicidal attempts
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The Human Eye

  Our sight is the most 
powerful of all our senses

  We trust our eyes far more 
than any of the other 4 senses



The Human Eye

  Our sight is the most 
powerful of all our senses

  We trust our eyes far more 
than any of the other 4 senses

Most people would rather be 

deaf than be blind

Differences and Conflicts
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Palestinians 
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Images in Descriptions

“That's the most 
extraordinary picture of 
the last half of the 20th 

century.”

“It certainly has 
captured the imagination 

of people around the 
world.”

“In the West, pictures of 
the Unknown Rebel 
were presented as a 

symbol of the Chinese 
democracy movement.”

Images in Descriptions

“That's the most 
extraordinary picture of 
the last half of the 20th 

century.”

“It certainly has 
captured the imagination 

of people around the 
world.”

“In the West, pictures of 
the Unknown Rebel 
were presented as a 

symbol of the Chinese 
democracy movement.”

http://www.pbs.org/

Google.com: Image Search 
on TianAnMen Square

Google.com: Image Search 
on TianAnMen Square



Google.ch: Image Search on 
TianAnMen Square

Google.ch: Image Search on 
TianAnMen Square

Images in Descriptions

“The absence of images [among other 
things] … in describing the experience 
of Palestinians under occupation is so 
vast that people [in America] have no 
idea that the occupation is going on.”

“Controlling the images and the words 
used in the conflict has become an 

important part of the struggle.”

Peace, Propaganda, and The Promised Land

Majority of Americans sympathized more 
with the Israelis than the Palestinians

US has better political relations with Israel
Politics as deciding factor for who to side

Israelis or Palestinians 
Images reflect reality
Is the government ready to expose citizens 

to the truth?

Conclusion

  Images possess and wield great power 
over our perception.

  Just how our other senses can be fooled 
into believing something that is not true, so 
can our eyes.

  In a world dominated by differences, the 
images that we see will often startle, disturb or 
please us. We should only be aware that these 
images need not always be accurate reflections 
of the ‘truth’ and hence might deserve to be 
questioned.



National Geographic Video: 
Vietnam's Unseen War - 
Pictures from the Other Side

Many Americans think they know the 
full story of the Vietnam War but there's a 
side of the conflict few of them have seen 
-- how the North Vietnamese media 
covered the war. 

Hosted by photographer Tim Page, who 
visits former soldiers and journalists on 
both sides of this 30-year struggle and 
uses the work of North Vietnamese 
photojournalists to offer an unusual 
perspective on the tragic consequences of 
the war, and how it shaped Vietnam's 
political and economic climate.

Thank You!

Q&A


